
Fittings supplied

Tools required

Pozi head screw driver

Assembly instruction leaflet no. 46

ABC 800 Wide Doors

Part D - A/0552
Cupboard door bolt
Quantity=2

Part C - D/0362
Lock rosette
Quantity=1
 

Part E - F/0442
5/8"x4g c/snk BZP
Quantity=1
 

Part F - F/0470
3/4" x 6g c/snk pozi BZP
Quantity=8

Part G - A/0622
40mm angled striker plate
Quantity=2
 

Part H - A/0755
Door buffer 12 x 3 clear
Quantity=2

Part I - A/0771
Door buffer 8 x 1.6 clear
Quantity=2

Part J - A/0620
Bow handle brushed nickel
Quantity=2

Part K - F/0468
M4 x 23mm handle screw
Quantity=4

Part B - A/0648
Cupboard door lock
Quantity=1
 

Part A - A/0559
Cupboard lock striker plate
Quantity=1
 

Part L - F/0461
Nylon insert
Quantity=4
 

Part M - F/0412
5/8"x6g C/Snk Pozi BZP
BCA1 / BCA2 Quantity=12
BCA3 / BCA4 Quantity=16
 

Part N - A/0592
Hinge 100 opening
BCA1 / BCA2 Quantity=4
BCA3 / BCA4 Quantity=6

Part O - A/0593
Hinge clip plate
BCA1 / BCA2 Quantity=4
BCA3 / BCA4 Quantity=6
 
Part P - A/0594
Hinge cover plate nickel
BCA1 / BCA2 Quantity=4
BCA3 / BCA4 Quantity=6
 

Nylon hammer

Part 1 of 2 - 
Preparing the doors

       Assembly steps

BCA1 800 wide  
doors upper
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doors shown
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RH Door

LH Door

1. Lay the RH door down on a soft surface 
    with the hinge holes facing down, gently 
    bang/push part C (x1) into the lock hole.
 

2. Lay both doors down with the hinge holes 
    facing up.  Fix the lock (part B), cupboard 
    lock striker plate (part A), cupboard door 
    bolts (part D) and hinges (part N) with the 
    screws as shown, taking care all fittings
    are attached in the correct orientation.
 

3. Finally add the handles (part J), this may 
    be easier if the area to which the handle 
    is fixed overhangs a raised surface.
 

4. The doors are now ready to be added to 
    the adjustable bookcase. 
 

Note
 

    If a fixed shelf is required attach before 
    adding doors.

BCA1 800
wide doors

BCA2 800
wide doors

BCA3 800
wide doors

BCA4 800
wide doors

BCA2 800 wide  
doors upper

Attach the fixed shelf 
prior to adding doors
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Part 2 of 2 - Fitting the doors        Assembly steps

Step A - Adding the 
hinge clip plates

Step C - Attaching the doors, hinge 
cover plates and buffers

Step B - Adding the angled striker plates

Adding the striker 
plate to the plinth

Adding the striker 
plate to the fixed shelf

Adding the striker 
plate to the top
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Door buffer to 
top
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Step A
 

    Add part O to the bookcase using the screws 
    provided with the plates.  To obtain the correct 
    placement it may help to use the prepared door 
    as a guide.  (Ensure the screws are positioned 
    centrally to the screw slots and the arrows on 
    the plates are facing out).
 
Step B
 

    Next attach the striker plates to the bookcase.  
    Depending on the placement of the doors the 
    plates must either be attached to the plinth, 
    fixed shelf or top.  The doors always require 
    two striker plates to be attached, in two of the 
    three ways described
 

    When attaching the striker plate (part G) to the 
    plinth the pilot holes in the plinth should be 
    enlarged using a bradle, then use the screws 
    (part M) to fix.  (See diagram 1).
 

    When attaching the striker plate (part G) to the 
    fixed shelf, push/bang the nylon inserts (parts L) 
    into the holes (open end of inserts facing out) then 
    use the screws (part M) to fix.  (See diagram 2).
 

    When attaching the striker plate (part G) to the top 
    simply fasten using the screws (part M).   (See 
    diagram 3).
 
Step C
 

    Firstly attach the doors by clipping the hinges onto 
    the hinge clip plates (parts O).  When attaching 
    larger doors it may be necessary to support the 
    weight of the door when fastening the bottom 
    hinge.
 

    With the doors in place the next step is to add the 
    door buffers, select the correct buffer according 
    to where the top of the doors finish.  If they finish 
    against the fixed shelf use part H (See diagram 4).   
    If they finish against the top use part I  (See 
    diagram 5).
    

    It may be necessary to adjust the doors allignment 
    by tweaking the screws on the hinges.  Before 
    doing this it is recommended to attach all doors.
 

    Finally add the hinge cover plates (part P) to finish
    the hinges.
    


